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About Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi
Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) is an independent public interest research organisation that aims to promote an
informed public opinion in favour of environmental sustainability and sustainable development. The centre was established
in 1980 to analyse and study the relationship between environment and development.
The centre’s work is widely acknowledged for its intellectual leadership and the institution has grown into globally as well
as India’s most influential environmental NGOs. Some prominent domestic and international awards include the 2005
Stockholm Water Prize and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation Water Award in 2008. The centre is recognised
by the Government of India as:
 National Knowledge Resource Centre (KRC) in the area of sustainable drinking water and sanitation by the Union
Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation.
 Centre of Excellence (CoE) in the area of sustainable urban water management by the Union Ministry of Urban
Development.
 Empanelled Agency in Town Planning, Public Health and Engineering under Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban
Transformation (AMRUT) by the Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD).
 Nodal Institute for conducting short- and long-term training programmes for environment regulators by the Union
Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF).

CSE’s water programme in India has evolved to help establish policy principles, innovative technologies and implementation
strategies for water and wastewater management. The programme efforts have been directed towards meeting the twin
goals of laying the foundations for a water prudent society and adapting for climate resilience.
In view of the current workshop, CSE has conducted extensive research in the past and also have published a report on River
Ganga, and now the centre is advocating septage management and decentralised wastewater treatment options that can
be undertaken by institutions and individuals for sustainable water management.
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About the Sensitisation Workshop
With the looming mismanagement of water and waste across urban centres of India, it is evident that there is an urgent
need to build knowledge and practice achieving sustainable sanitation. This includes knowledge enhancement and capacity
building on sanitation diagnostics; city sanitation planning; decision making and analysis of cost effective and sustainable
wastewater treatment technologies for mainstreaming faecal sludge/septage management.
According to an advisory on “Septage Management” issued by Ministry of Urban Development, Government of India, public
institutions lack awareness on appropriate technology selection, design and selection process and have a tendency to lean
towards poor operations and maintenance and recovery. The institutional mechanisms for testing, inception monitoring
(protocols and validation), and other regulatory measures are non-existent, or even if present, are not effectively enforced.
These problems result in overall poor system performance, public health threats and degradation of surface and groundwater,
resulting in high levels of risk to public health.
In order to mainstream effective septage and faecal sludge management in the cities of India, CSE is making efforts to
capacitate urban local bodies in the below domains:
i) Water and waste management in Ganga basin cities through city sanitation plans
ii) Integration and Implementation of Shit Flow Diagrams (SFD) in CSPs of respective cities
As the initial step, CSE in partnership and support of Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM), Ministry of Urban Development and
National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG), Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation,
Government of India are organising this two day workshop cum regional conclave for state mission directors of SBM /
AMRUT, SPMG – NMCG, Mayors and Commissioners of the target flagship cities/towns in Ganga basin (12 no.s) and the
11 cities covered in CSE research on ‘Sewage/Septage Flow Diagrams’ across India.( see map)

Ganga basin cities / towns

Rishikesh, Chunar, Ramnagar, Ganga ghat, Bijnor, Muzaffarpur,
Katihar, Buxar, Bodhgaya, Bansberia, Bongaon and Darjeeling

SFD cities / towns

Agra, Aizawl, Bikaner, Cuttack, Delhi, Dewas, Gwalior, Solapur,
Srikakulam, Tiruchirappalli and Tumkur

Aim:
Sensitisation and knowledge enhancement of city decision makers in Ganga basin/SFD- cities/ towns on preparation of city
owned CSP focusing on mainstreaming faecal sludge management.
Thematic Focus and Objectives:


Knowledge sharing on the impacts of inadequate sanitation and its challenges faced by towns / cities in the Ganga
basin.



To understand the importance of preparing City Sanitation Plan (CSP) that are owned by urban local bodies as well
as stakeholders.



To inform about the importance of septage/faecal sludge management for achieving improved sanitation in Indian
towns/cities – tools, concepts and techniques.



To understand the various pillars that create an enabling environment for the implementation of CSP.
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Target Participants
The workshop is for Principal Secretaries (Urban Development) Mission Directors-SPMG/AMRUT/SBM, Mayors/Chairpersons
and Commissioners/Chief Executive Officers of select towns/cities.

Map: Target cities for handholding support for preparation of CSPs and effective septage and faecal sludge management
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About the “Capacity Building Initiative on Citywide Sanitation
for ULBs in Ganga Basin” Project
At present, only a third of city dwellers in urban India are connected to a piped sewer system, where as a result urban India
is drowning in its own sewage. Although, there is an existing policy mandate, public institutions and implementing agencies
lack the time, knowledge and ongoing training and capacity on making informed decisions and choices on sustainable
and affordable wastewater treatment technologies. Urban local bodies also face severe capacity gaps and resources for
managing the planning, design and operation of systems, processes and investments required for effective management
of faecal sludge.
Hence, capacitating public institutions on robust operating models and in some cases with new approaches to sanitation
planning, will help cities to focus attention, investments and efforts towards holistic city-wide sanitation planning. The
National Urban Sanitation Policy (NUSP) guidelines provide a framework for preparing city sanitation plans (CSPs).
Taking the above into account, CSE has initiated the project on “Capacity Building Initiative on Citywide Sanitation for ULBs”
with a focus on cities/towns in the Ganga basin - as the river is turning into a sewer due to excessive pollution load. The
project was launched by Mr. Shashi Shekhar (Secretary, MoWR), Dr. Vasuki (Mission Director, Suchitwa Mission, Kerala),
Mr. Roshan Shreshta (BMGF) and Mr. Madhusudan Sharma (Deputy Secretary, SBM) during the workshop on “Mainstreaming
Citywide Sanitation: Opportunities and Challenges for Excreta Management” on 4-5 April, 2016 at New Delhi.

For more information and proceedings of the workshop: http://cseindia.org/content/mainstreaming-citywide-sanitationopportunities-and-challenges-excreta-management
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About SFD - A Tool to Foster Sustainable Urban Sanitation
With increasing urban population, the sanitation crisis is growing. There is an urgent need to know the sewage and septage
flows through the city and identify intervention areas. An excreta flow diagram is also often described as sludge/sewerage
flow diagram (SFD), which are increasingly used to analyze the sanitation in urban areas. The SFDs can also be included in
the City Sanitation Plans (CSPs) that the cities prepare.
In 2014, CSE partnered with a group of institutions active in the field of excreta management to promote excreta (septage
and sewage) flow analysis to inform urban sanitation programming through the service delivery assessment tool – SFD,
developed by Water and Sanitation Programme - World Bank. SFD is a visualization tool that summarizes complex information
into an easy-to-understand diagram, as it simply shows how excreta is or is not contained along the sanitation value chain.
The diagrams are backed by a service delivery context description and information on data sources in the city concerned. For
more information visit: www.susana.org.in
The SFD Promotion Initiative, a consortium formed by key partner institutions (CSE, University of Leeds, WEDC Lougborough,
EAWAG –SANDEC, WSP-World Bank and GIZ), is further developing tools for the easy production of standardized SFDs and
service delivery context descriptions. CSE as part of consortium has till date produced 11 SFDs (for Indian cities selected
on the basis of different agro-climatic region. 9 cities SFD is produced based on secondary research and 2 cities SFDs is
produced by field based data collection and engaging with key stakeholders. The map below depicts 11 SFD cities. For more
information - http://cseindia.org/content/sfd-a-tool-foster-sustainable-urban-sanitation

AIZAWL

SFD Phase - II
Phase II of the initiative is based on demand driven approach in which, CSE intend to provide support to participating cities
and towns, which are keen to develop SFDs for their cities and to use it as a planning tool to improve the sanitation of the city.
As a first step, a two day regional conclave cum workshop on “Excreta Management: Mainstreaming SFDs and Decentralised
Wastewater Treatment for urban sanitation programming” was organized from June 28-29, 2016 in Thiruvananthapuram
which focused on understanding the potential use of SFDs to map excreta of a city from its generation to disposal. It will
provide hands-on experience on how to prepare an SFD.
A help desk has been established to provide support on preparation of SFD. Email: sfdhelpdesk@cseindia.org.
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Programme Schedule
Day 1 – 18th July 2016
Time

Topic

09:00 – 09:30

Registration

09:30 – 10:30

Details

Welcome address
• Keynote on City Sanitation Plan (CSP) and Relevance and Need of Excreta
Management – Sunita Narain, Director General, CSE
• Aim and Objectives of Workshop – Suresh Rohilla, Programme Director, CSE
• Address by JS, Mission Director, NMCG
• Address by JB Ravinder, Deputy Adviser, CPHEEO
• CSE Documentary Film (4:00 min)

Introduction

10:30 – 10:45 Coffee / Tea break
Technical Sessions: Moderator – Chandra Bushan, Deputy Director General, CSE
•
•

Sanitation Status of Cities and States – Experience Sharing by Participants
CSP and Effective Septage Faecal Sludge Management – Suresh Rohilla,
Programme Director, CSE

10:45 – 12:30

Sanitation Overview

12:30 – 13:30

Role of States in CSP Roll out process for CSPs in States – Mahreen Matto, Deputy Programme
preparation
Manager, CSE
13:30 – 14:30 Lunch

14:30 – 15:00

Septage
Management

Presentation on Onsite Sanitation Systems and Septage
Management – Chhavi Sharda, Senior Research Associate, CSE
15:00 – 15:15 Coffee / Tea break

15:15 – 17:00

Introduction to SFD

What is SFD? Why SFD? Brainstorming exercise – What does
SFD say? – Bhitush Luthra, Senior Research Associate, CSE
Need and Relevance of Effective Septage Management for Citywide Sanitation
– Praveen Prakash, IAS, Joint Secretary & Mission Director (SBM)

17:00 – 17:30

Moderator – Sunita Narain
Question and Answer Session

17:30 – 18:00

19:30 – Reception Dinner for Participants (Invitation Only)

Day 2 – 19th July 2016
Time

Details

08:00

Departure and checkout from the Hotel

08:45 – 10:00

Field Visit to CSE: BMP on waste/waste water management

11:00 – 12:30

Field Visit to New Moti Bagh: Waste management
13:30 – 14:30 Lunch at IHC

14.30 - 15.15

BMP in Solid Waste Management by Swati Singh Sambyal, Programme Officer, CSE

15:15 onwards

Debriefing and Way Forward
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Summary of Key Sessions
City Sanitation Plan and Effective Septage Faecal Sludge Management- Suresh Rohilla, Programme Director,
CSE
The session will talk about the several initiatives taken by the Government of India (GOI) over the past decades to tackle
challenges in sanitation service delivery which include a range of measures such as legal and policy framework, funding
programmes, subsidies, capacity building and dedicated schemes to improve access. The session will discuss how in 2008,
GOI launched the National Urban Sanitation Policy (NUSP) aiming at creating sanitized, healthy and livable cities and how it
introduced the relevant sanitation planning tools at state level with the State Sanitation Strategy (SSS) and at ULB level with
the City Sanitation Plan (CSP). It will also discuss about the importance of integration of alternative technical interventions
like septage management and faecal sludge management in CSP.


 Roll out process for CSPs in States- Mahreen Matto, Deputy Programme Manager, CSE
The session will discuss about the need for CSP as a city-wide vision document for the sanitation sector. It will highlight the
importance of CSP by integrating the sector components along with the supporting pillars like capacity building. The session
will question the need for multi-stakeholder involvement in making of City Sanitation Task Force (CSTF) in the sanitation
process in order to achieve NUSP goals and mobilize joint actions from government and non-government agencies. The
presentation will guide through the complete stages of CSP in order to plan and implement specific interventions that are
in line with the strategies defined in the CSP for immediate, short, medium and long term. In the end it will talk about the
key aspects of making CSP a living document.
 Onsite Sanitation Systems and Septage Management – Chhavi Sharda, Senior Research Associate, CSE
Faecal Sludge Treatment is not complete without the treatment of the liquid part or the effluent coming out from the
containments like septic tanks. A Decentralised wastewater treatment system (DWWTs) can serve as an extension to the
existing septic tanks to provide treatment of the liquid waste for local reuse or for safe disposal into the environment. DWWTs
is a combination of various unit processes in a particular combination which gives optimum treatment for its objective at
low cost and no energy inputs. DWWTs can provide primary, secondary and tertiary treatment for wastewaters from any
containment from residential areas, commercial institutions and public entities like school, hospitals etc. Implementation of
any successful DWWTs encompasses an approach, not just the technical considerations and construction but also to take
into account site specificities in terms of local site conditions, terrain, economic and social situation.
 What is SFD? Why SFD?- Bhitush Luthra, Senior Research Associate, CSE
This presentation will discuss the details of SFD / excreta flow diagram as a tool to understand and communicate visualizing
how excreta physically flows through a city or town. The session also talks about how excreta is or is not contained as it
moves from defecation to disposal or end use and the fate of all excreta that is generated. The tool offers an innovate way
to engage city stakeholders like political leaders, sanitation experts and civil society organizations in a coordinated dialogue
about excreta management.

Field Visit: 19th July, 2016
A field visit will be organised on the second day of the workshop for the participants to selected decentralised wastewater
management projects that have been successfully implemented in New Delhi. The brief of the places to be visited are as
follows:
 Solid Waste Management Project – New Moti Bagh, New Delhi
The General Pool Residential Accommodation (GPRA) complex at New Motibagh is a 110-acre campus housing about 1000
families of bureaucrats and their domestic help. This residential complex located in South Central Delhi, stands out among
other upscale colonies in Lutyens Delhi, which are major water and energy guzzlers. The NBCC put in place decentralized
waste water and municipal solid waste management system for the houses. The Solid Waste Management project run by
M/s Green Planet Waste Management (P) Ltd. (Operator) in collaboration with NBCC.
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The total generation of waste from the households and shops is 1.5 MT while the garden waste accounts for another 1 MT.
Of the household waste, the wet compostable waste from households is about 1 MT per day which is converted to compost
using the Excel method, using a composter, which does size reduction as well as mixing of wet waste with the inoculum.
This is followed by composting in trays kept on racks, humidified and turned daily for about 2-3 weeks yielding about one
fourth of its weight as compost, which is cured, sieved and packaged to be sold at Rs.5 per kg. Similarly, a pelletization
assembly for cutting, drying, compressing and pelletizing garden waste generates about half its weight in pellets to be sold
at Rs.8-9 per kg. The running cost for all activities is Rs.3,02,800 per month.
 Decentralised wastewater system –CSE, New Delhi
CSE is one of the research institutes which promote sustainable practices and various best management practices are
implemented at CSE for illustration purpose. Decentralised wastewater system at CSE which was constructed in 2005 treats
the sewage generated from its buildings through a planted gravel filter bed. The institutional scale wastewater system
treats wastewater comprises of grey and black water through the DWWTs technology. The treated wastewater is re-used
for horticulture purposes within CSE’s premises.
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Key Speakers
Rajat Bhargava (IAS)
Joint Secretary & Mission Director
National Mission for Clean Ganga
Ministry of Water Resources, River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation
New Delhi, India
rajat.bhargava@nic.in
Mr Bhargava holds a Ph.D in Geotechnical Engineering, M.B.A., LL.B and M.Tech in Applied Geology
and is an IAS (90 batch). He served as a Joint Secretary (Budget), Department of Economic Affairs,
Government of India and also as a Director of Indian Bank.

Praveen Prakash (IAS)
Joint Secretary & Mission Director SBM
Ministry of Urban Development
New Delhi, India
praveenprakash71@nic.in
Mr Prakash graduated as an Electrical Engineer from IIT Kanpur in 1992 and is an IAS (94 batch).
He has Masters in Public Administration from Maxwell School, Syracuse University, USA. He has
experience of more than 20 years in administration with Government of India at various levels and
departments. He has developed and successfully implemented national and state programs at municipal, district and state
level.

J. B. Ravinder
Joint Adviser (PHEE)
Central Public Health & Environmental Organisation(CPHEEO)
Ministry of Urban Development
New Delhi, India
jbravinder@gmail.com
Mr Ravinder is a graduate in Public Health/Environmental Engineering from Calcutta University. He
has had a professional civil engineering career with the Hyderabad Metropolitan Water Supply &
Sewerage Board (HMWSSB) during 1987-2005 in various capacities in Water Supply & Sewerage Infrastructure. Presently,
he is responsible for guiding the State/city governments in technical detailing of water and sanitation projects, seeking funds
from Government of India and external bilateral and multilateral agencies.
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Sunita Narain
Director General
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
sunita@cseindia.org
Ms Narain has been with the CSE since 1982. She is currently the Director General of CSE and the
Director of the Society for Environmental Communications and publisher of the fortnightly magazine,
Down To Earth. She is a writer and environmentalist, who use knowledge for change. She was listed
among the world’s top 100 public intellectuals by foreign Policy Journal, was awarded the Padma Shri
in 2005. The same year, she won the prestigious World Water Prize by the Stokholm Environment Institute. Ms Narain serves
on several important policy bodies in India, including the Prime Minister’s Council for Climate Change, the National Security
Advisory Board and the National Ganga River Basin Authority. In 2012, she has authored the 7th State of India’s Environment
Reports, Excreta Matters, which presents a comprehensive analysis of urban India’s water and pollution challenges.
Chandra Bhushan
Deputy Director General
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
chandra@cseindia.org
Mr Bhushan is the Deputy Director General of Centre for Science and Environment (CSE). CSE is one
of India’s premier pubic interest research institutions. Bhushan has a diverse and distinguished track
record in research, writing, management and policy advocacy. he has researched and written about
issues ranging from industiral pollution to energy and climate change and from water crisis in Indian
sub-continent to political economy of natural resource extraction. Bhushan has authored many books and publications on
industrial pollution, energy and climate change. He has been part of many national and international groups and committees.
He was the co-chair of the technical working group of Global Reporting Initiative. He is member of many comittees of the
Bureau of Indian Standards and is also a member of the board of the National Accreditation Board for Education and Training
in India. Bhushan has also served on various government committees including memeber of a number of working groups
/ subgroup for preparing India’s 12th Five Year Plan. His current research assignments include HFC’s, energy efficiency and
low carbon development in industries.
Suresh Kumar Rohilla
Programme Director-Water Programme
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
srohilla@cseindia.org
Dr Rohilla has over 22 years of experience working with national / international NGOs, government
and academics. He leads the water programme at Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi.
He is involved in policy advocacy, research and capacity building aimed at mainstreaming water
and environmental sustainability in South Asia and Africa. He is Head of the Centre of Excellence
in Urban Development sustainable Water Management Area of the Ministry of Urban Development and the National Key
Resource Centre of the Ministry of Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation, Government of India. Some of his previous
assignments include – Director Environment & Development (Living Ganga Programme) at World Wide Fund for Nature India, Associate Professor (Environment Management and Sustainability) at Administrative Staff College India, Hyderabad
and Lecturer in Environment Management and Sustainability at University of Bradford, U.K; Director (Technical) at the
National Capital Regional Planning Board, Ministry of Urban Development and Director - Natural Heritage Division, Indian
National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH), India. He holds a doctoral degree from Queen’s University Belfast
and post graduation degree(s) from Jawahar Lal Nehru University and School of Planning & Architecture, New Delhi. He is
recipient of the British Chevening Indian Young Environmental Manager Fellowship (2001), Fulbright Nehru Environmental
Leaders Programme Fellow (2012) and Government of Netherlands Fellowship (2014). He has been an affiliated Visiting
Professor / Researcher at University of California – Berkeley in U.S.A.
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Mahreen Matto
Deputy Programme Manager-Water Programme
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
mahreen@cseindia.org
Dr Matto is doctorate in Environmental Biotechnology from Aligarh Muslim University, India; her
area of research was on ‘Cost Effective and Affordable means of Treating Industrial Wastewater by
Enzymes’. She has credit of publishing 9 international research articles in the area of water/waste water management in
reputed journals. She has been extensively working in the area of water, waste water and faecal sludge management with
Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), India. In CSE, she has contributed in the publication of reports and manuals
on Rainwater Harvesting, Decentralised Wastewater Treatment and Reuse, City Sanitation Plan-Trainers manual and City
Sanitation Plan-Practitioner guide. She is also been preparing modules and conducting trainings of various stakeholders
across India, Bangladesh and Africa on sustainable water management.
Bhitush Luthra
Senior Research Associate-Water Programme
Centre for Science and Environment
New Delhi, India
bhitush@cseindia.org
Mr Luthra holds a Masters degree in Environmental Engineering and Management from Indian
Institute of Technology Kanpur. He is involved in research and training on subject related to
decentralized wastewater treatment and septage management. His field of interest includes
sanitation, water and wastewater treatment (conventional/non-conventional methods), septage treatment

Chhavi Sharda
Senior Research Associate-Water Programme
Centre for Science & Environment
New Delhi, India
chhavi@cseindia.org
Ms Sharda is post graduate in Environmental Engineering. She holds PG Diploma in Urban
Environmental Management and Law. She has been conducting technical sessions in capacity
building programs for municipal functionaries, practitioners, academicians, policy makers on
decentralized wastewater treatment for water sensitive planning and urban lake conservation since two years. She has
documented various case studies on decentralized wastewater treatment systems across India. She also supports technical
consultations to support implementation of decentralized wastewater treatment projects. She has keen interest in improving
her knowledge on sustainable water/ wastewater management approaches.
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Workshop Coordinators
Ramesh Nair
Programme Manager-Water Programme,
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
ramesh@cseindia.org
Dr Nair has been awarded PhD degree in Limnology from Bhopal University and a researcher in
water quality and wetland management. He has many years experience in WASH sector project
implementation with national and international agencies in both urban and rural areas.

Rajratna Sardar
Programme Officer-Water Programme,
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
rajratna@cseindia.org
Mr Sardar holds Masters degree in Habitat studies from TISS, Mumbai. He has 5 years of experience
in sector of city sanitation and urban planning with various municipal corporations of India. He has
previously worked on national as well international projects in water and sanitation. Prior to this, he
was also one of key resource person for the numerous training programmes and workshops for state
and non-state actors working in urban sanitation. His areas of interests include sustainable and equitable sanitation services
for urban areas.

Ridhima Gupta
Senior Research Associate-Water Programme,
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
ridhima@cseindia.org
Ms Gupta holds a Masters degree in MSc Environment and Development, from the London School
of Economics and Political Science. She has researched on the complexities of the linkages between
environmental and economic development and has an understanding of environmental policy,
management and evaluation in the developing country context.

Shachi Pandey
Research Assistant-Water Programme,
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
shachi@cseindia.org
Ms Pandey is post graduate in Environment Management from Forest Research Institute, Dehradun.
She has done various short term projects related to natural resources and its conservation. She is
involved in coordination of trainings on sustainable water management and programme monitoring
at Centre for Science and Environment. Her field of interest includes research in water ecology and
its conservation and waste water treatment.
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Shantanu Kumar Padhi
Research Associate- Water Programme,
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
shantanu@cseindia.org
Mr Padhi has experience in research in the SFD promotion initiative. He is also involved in capacity
building for municipal functionaries in the subject of septage management. He holds a Masters
degree in Environmental Engineering and Management and B.E in Environmental Engineering. He is
involved in extensive research on septage management. He is also involved in training and capacity
building of various practitioners and stakeholder on subjects related to septage management. His field of interest includes
sanitation, water and wastewater treatment (conventional/ non-conventional methods).

Anil Kumar Yadav
Research Associate- Water Programme,
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi, India
anil_yadav@cseindia.org
Mr Yadav is a Graduate in the field of Physical Planning with a desire to make it as his professional
career. With a background in urban planning, he graduated from School of Planning and Architecture,
New Delhi in 2015. Interested in the relationship between Human Settlement and sustainable public
spaces. Currently working as a Research Associate at Centre for Science and Environment. He is
primarily working on urban waste water management and is involved in analysis of faecal waste management in Delhi and
developing an assessment tool called Shit Flow Diagram.

Contact details for Workshop Coordinators
Dr Ramesh Nair: 8800870288
Mr Rajratna Sardar: 8686785501
Ms Ridhima Gupta: 9873969397
Ms Shachi Pandey: 8586038991
Mr Shantanu Padhi: 9873341148

Support contact
Logistic support
Mr Rakesh Bains
Manager: Administration, CSE
Landline: 91-11-40616000 (Ext 269)
Mob: 088009 63227
Email: b_rakesh@cseindia.org

Travel support
Mr Vikas Sharma
Manager: Administration, CSE
Landline: 91-11-40616000
Mob: 8860134393
Email: svikas@cseindia.org
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